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The Luganville Water Supply and Sanitation Project 

is a much needed project being undertaken by the 

Department of Water Resources (DoWR) and the 

Luganville Municipal Council (LMC). 

The project will see a number of water supply 

improvements, sanitation (public toilet facilities) and 

emergency shelters constructed across Luganville.

The South Pacific World War II Museum has been 

contacted by Suez Consulting - who have been 

engaged by DoWR and LMC to manage the project - to 

consult on potential threats and types of Unexploded 

Ordnance (UXO) that may pose a risk to construction.

Using maps, photographs and first-hand accounts in the 

Museum's files, we'll work with Suez and advise them on 

each location and where we can, provide them with a risk 

assessment regarding the potential for UXOs in the area.

Museum to  
assist in UXO 
identification

Marina and Lengkon from the Museum, will be assisting Suez 

Consulting with information regarding UXOs on Santo.

Ordnance such as these bombs were spread across many sites and 

ammunition bunkers on Santo and on Aore Island. 



 

The USS President Polk was a transport ship that 

visited Santo on a number of occasions during the war. 

One of those visits became something of Marine Raider 

legend. A rather humorous story involving a Chaplain, a 

stolen piano and one extremely irate ship's captain.

The Polk was in port in the Segond Channel where 

Marine Raiders and their equipment had just been 

offloaded from the ship. However, there was just one 

problem - a very BIG problem. The skipper of the 

Polk was fuming and fretting over the mysterious 

disappearance of his beloved piano from the ship.

Given the Marine Raiders had just gone ashore, it was 

a fair bet they had something to do with it. The skipper 

immediately went ashore and demanded to see the 

Raiders' Lt. Col. James Roosevelt - son of FDR. He 

wanted answers, now!

Roosevelt made it clear to the skipper that something 

as large and cumbersome as a piano could not have 

possibly become mixed up with the Raiders’ equipment 

that had been unloaded from the Polk. But the skipper 

wasn't having any of Roosevelt's explanation and 

“threatened dire repercussions” if the piano was not 

immediately found and returned to his ship.  

So a search was conducted for the missing piano.

Of course one must ask, just how would you smuggle 

a piano off a ship and nobody see you doing it? You'd 

begin by distracting the officer of the deck to an 

unloading “problem” elsewhere. Which is exactly what 

a group of Raiders did.

The priest, 
the piano 
and the 
President 
Polk  
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The USS President Polk (AP-103).
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Lieutenant Colonel Evans F. Carson and Major Ralph H. Coyte of the U.S.  

Second Marine Raider Battalion, popularly known as 'Carson's Raiders',  

in their camp on Santo, January 1943.

With the officer busy elsewhere, a group of 4th Battalion 

Raiders heavily wrapped the piano and rolled it across 

the main deck to the port gangway. That part was easy. 

Getting down the gangway was something else again. 

So they simply turned it upside down and slid it down 

on its lid. 

Waiting below was a lighter that upon loading the piano, 

headed straight for the beach, where the Raiders had 

one of their trucks waiting. The guards posted on the 

beach to look after the gear from the ship, were told 

about a "special off-load" that would be coming ashore.  

Sure enough it arrived, was put on the truck and driven 

off. But where to?

Some days prior to the piano's arrival, the Raider's 

chaplain, Father Paul J. Redmond, made a perfectly 

innocent remark that it would be nice to have a piano 

for mass. He soon became aware of the Raiders' booty 

but asked the men not to tell him where it was, for fear 

of compromising his conscience.

Now that Father Redmond was on Espiritu Santo, he 

set about commencing his ecclesiastical duties and 

arranged mass for Ni-Vanuatu locals in the nearby 

chapel. The altar he found there was just the right size 

and height. It was covered with a tarpaulin and the 

Father's altar cloth, which helped conceal what was 

really hiding underneath. 
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Father Redmond offering mass for US Marines in the Solomon Islands - 

and not a piano in sight.
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The search went on and the now irate skipper 

was threatening to put a call into Washington. Col. 

Roosevelt had no choice but to ask Father Redmond 

to return the piano. Of course truthfully he told him he 

didn't know where it was. 

Roosevelt had no choice but to directly order the 

chaplain to find it and get it back to the ship. Father 

Redmond made further inquiries and much to his 

surprise, he discovered he'd been saying Holy Mass on 

stolen property!  

The piano was returned with much regret. Funnily 

enough Marine Captain Donald Floyd was preparing to 

go ashore after an extended stay in sickbay on board 

the Polk. However, the navy insisted on thoroughly 

searching his gear before allowing him to leave the 

ship. When he asked why, the navy wouldn't say, 

although he did hear someone say, “Roosevelt and his 

Thousand Thieves.” 

Father Redmond again offering mass for US Marines and soldiers in 

the Solomon Islands.

Father Paul Redmond with his Marine Raiders patch on his uniform.



With Espiritu Santo established as the largest naval 

base in the South Pacific, its role as a giant Pacific 

Theatre maintenance and repair workshop saw it 

repair everything from the smallest tenders to the 

largest battleships. While the majority of repairs 

were undertaken while the ships were tied up in port, 

major repairs, maintenance and refits could only be 

done when ships were out of the water - in dry dock. 

Transiting back to Hawaii or the United States was 

impractical, hazardous and quite simply out of the 

question during wartime. And if emergency repairs 

were required, the repair crews based on Santo just 

had to make do. That was until ABSD-1 and two smaller 

floating dry docks arrived in Vanuatu – the former 

moored in Pallikulo Bay, the latter in Segond Channel, 

just off Aore Island.

ABSD-1 or Advance Base Sectional Dock -1 (to use the 

Navy’s correct nomenclature), was an enormous steel 

floating dry dock, that was shipped to Santo in in two 

separate convoys between July and October 1943. 

Capable of lifting ships displacing up to 90,000 

tons, she was comprised of 10 separate sections, 
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The floating dry docks of Santo.

The USS West Virginia (BB-48) in ABSD-1 in Espiritu Santo, November 1944.

Of all the remarkable naval vessels to find a home 

in the waters surrounding Espiritu Santo during 

World War II, none came close to the complexity and 

sheer size of the floating dry dock, USS ABSD-1. This 

incredible piece of marine engineering infrastructure 

was more than big - it was gargantuan. In fact, its 

overall footprint was almost equal in size to that of 18 

Olympic swimming pools! But what was something 

that large doing in Espiritu Santo, and how did it get 

there in the first place?

Need a lift?

One of the 10 sections of ABSD-1 is commissioned in the U.S. in 1943. 

The wing walls are folded down ready for their journey to Santo.

The crew of ABSD-1 pose for a photograph in Santo.
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constructed in the United States between 1942 and 

1943 at four separate shipyards across America.

To meet the requirements of the Navy, it was decided 

that two sizes of docks would be constructed. The 

largest of these was designed for carriers, battleships 

and the larger auxiliary ships. Made up of 10 sections, 

each was 256 feet (78m) long and 80 feet (24.3m) 

wide and each having a nominal lifting capacity of 

10,000 tons. When the ten sections were welded 

together side-by-side, with 50-foot (15.2m) outrigger 

platforms at either end, the completed dry dock was 

an incredible 927 feet (282.5m) long and 256 feet (78m) 

wide. That provided the dock with an effective length 

of 827 feet (252m), a clear width inside the wing walls of 

133 feet (40.5m) and a lifting capacity of an enormous 

90,000 tons.

The location of the ABSD-1 dry dock in Santo was 

critical to its successful operation. The large dock 

required at least 80 feet (24.3m) of depth for effective 

use - hence why it was positioned in the relatively deep 

waters of Pallikulo Bay. And to ensure it would resist 

tidal movement and the seasonal threat of cyclone 

activity, it was secured by 32 fifteen-ton anchors, 14 on 

either side and two at either end, attached with 900 

feet (274.3m) of chain.

The wing walls themselves were enormous. Some 

55 feet (16.7m) high and 20 feet (6m) wide, they were 

subdivided by a safety deck 14 feet (4.2m) below the 

top deck. This created a series of dry compartments 

above and three large ballast compartments below. 

The upper, dry compartments were put to good use 

as workshops, storage, and other areas to support dry 

dock operations. 

The USS Cleveland (CL-55) is tied up in the submerged dry dock in January 

1944, prior to the water being pumped out to refloat it and lift the ship out 

of the water.

The wing walls were generally constructed in an 

upright position to make the construction process as 

time efficient as possible. However, prior to towing at 

sea, the wing walls which were anchored by a series of 

hinges, were lowered into a horizontal position. Towing 

the sections in this manner to their final destination for 

final welding, reduced wind resistance and lowered the 

centre of gravity. The sections which were faired fore 

and aft and shaped to resemble that of a ship’s hull, 

enabled them to be towed at six to eight knots without 

requiring excessive power. Once final welding and 

assembly had taken place, the flatter than normal bows 

and sterns created berths to which support vessels 

could be moored. 
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One of the wing walls is being raised during assembly of ABSD-1 using 

large hydraiulic jacks..

The wing walls on the first two of ten sections have been lifted into place.
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Upon arrival at the advance base where they were to 

be placed in service, the wing walls were raised again 

to their normal position. Once in the vertical position, 

the wing walls were bolted to the pontoon around their 

entire perimeter, and everything was made watertight.

Topside, each dock was equipped with two jib cranes 

with a lifting capacity of 15 tons and a radius of 85 

feet (26m). The cranes travelled on rails fitted to the 

top deck of the wing walls. On the smaller docks, 

the cranes were set back from the inner face of the 

wing walls to provide clearance for overhanging 

superstructures of aircraft carriers.

ABSD-1 served in the waters of Santo until mid-April 

1945 repairing an enormous variety of ships including 

the battleships Idaho and California, the USS Cleveland 

and USS Columbia - both light cruisers, along with a 

range of landing ships, gunboats and cargo vessels.

Post war, the gigantic USS ABSD-1 enjoyed a 

somewhat chequered, but active career. In various 

iterations, her sections were decommissioned, divided, 

put in reserve, scrapped, reused and recommissioned 

a number of times in Hawaii, Guam and the Philippines. 

Section by section AFDB-1 was decommissioned over 

a number of years with the last remaining section, 

Section C, reclassified as a miscellaneous vessel on 

March 2, 1998 at the US Navy port in Hawaii, ending 

over 40 years of active service with the US Navy.

The USS Antelope (IX-109) and USS LST-120 in ABSD-1, on 

Pallikulo Bay in Espiritu Santo, January 1945.

In 1987, ABSD-1 had been re-designated AFDB-1 and its remaining 

sections were still used as a dry dock in the Philippines.
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It was considered the ugliest squadron patch ever created 

by an American squadron. In fact, so ugly it was never 

'officially' signed off by the US Navy. But it didn't stop the 

pilots of VMO-251 from having it painted on their aircraft.

Marine Observation Squadron 251 (VMO-251) was based on 

Espiritu Santo from early August 1942 to January 1943. It first 

operated out of Bomber #1 Airfield flying F4F-3P Wildcat 

aircraft, a camera equipped version of the F4F-3 fighter that 

retained all of its original armament. The squadron would 

later transfer operations to Turtle Bay Fighter Airfield, up on 

the east coast of Santo. 

The squadron's primary role was that of photo 

reconnaissance. However after being ordered to Santo by 

Rear Admiral McCain, its role expanded greatly to include 

the primary air defence role for Santo as well as airbase 

support for the 11th Bombardment Group’s B-17s supporting 

the invasion force, over 800 kilometres north. 

That support role also had the squadron providing 

assistance such as maintenance and repairs to carrier 

based squadrons, first aid to Marines shipped back from 

Guadalcanal, accommodation to squadrons passing 

through and early on, refuelling B-17 bombers from drums 

of fuel using a hand pump - a job that literally took all night.  

With the squadron's many roles and activities in mind, 1LT 

Eldon H. “Duke” Railsback took it upon himself to design 

VMO-251s first patch. 

The insignia featured a six-legged octopus against a white 

cloud with naval aviator's gold wings either side of its head. 

The gold wings eventually changed to the gull wings of the 

F4U Corsair when the squadron acquired them in late 1943. 

The face only  
a squadron  
could love

VMO-251 Wildcats featruring the Octopus squadron patch designed by 
Duke Railsback.
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The VMO-251 squadron patch that was considered too ugly to be approved.
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The patch would undergo another change in 1945 when it 

was re-designated as a fighter squadron (VMF). The patch 

was approved by local command authorities in 1942, but not 

by Naval Aviation.

According to Roy Spurlock (one of the Squadron's pilots), 

each arm of the octopus carried an object indicative of the 

squadron’s many roles and responsibilities. 

The first tentacle held a monkey wrench, which 

symbolised the mechanical aspects of supporting the 

Marine fighter/photographic squadron. It also signified the 

support provided to the squadron's radar early warning and 

control capabilities.

The second tentacle grasped a machine gun, which 

symbolised the ground and particularly the air combat 

functions of the squadron.

The third tentacle held a camera, obviously to represent its 

aerial photo reconnaissance abilities and the squadron's 

substantial photo processing capabilities - the original 

assigned role of VMO-251.

The fourth tentacle gripped a pair of binoculars, symbolising 

the reconnaissance aspect of the photographic missions.

The fifth tentacle, grasping an aerial bomb, again symbolised 

the ground and air combat functions of the squadron.

Finally, the sixth and last tentacle, holding a roll of ordinary 

toilet paper, with which to wipe the Army Air Corps “posterior.” 

It's 'that' squadron patch that has led South Pacific WWII 

Museum Project Manager James Carter to build a scale 

model of one of VMO-251's Wildcat's to go on display in our 

mini museum.

The model of the F4F Wildcat, features the livery of  

VMO-251, which had to be created from scratch for the 

model as the waterslide decal didn't exist. That model will 

go on display at some point after flights resume to Santo.The model of VMO-251's Wildcat that will go on display in the Museum.
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A VMO-251 pilot stands next to his Wildcat aircraft on Santo in late 1942.

VMO-251 pilot, Roy Spurlock in his F4F Wildcat on Guadalcanal.



 

South Pacific WWII Museum 
Unity Park, Main Street,  

Luganville, Espiritu Santo 
Vanuatu

email: info@southpacificwwiimuseum.com  
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Inspiring everyday  
heroes
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As captain of Vanuatu's national football team and the 

first player from Vanuatu to feature in New Zealand's 

Premiership Grand Final, everyone was hoping for a fairy 

tale end to the New Zealand football season.

However, it wasn't to be as Team Wellington got the 

jump on Brian's Auckland City club and ran away with 

a 4-2 victory. While that was disappointing for the 

club and for Brian, there's a chance he could become 

Vanuatu's first ever footballer to play in the FIFA Club 

World Cup. 

Brian Kaltak is something of a household name back 

home in Vanuatu. 

With Auckland qualifying for the tournament to be held 

in Japan in December,  Brian has a very real chance of 

being selected for the squad to go to Japan.

Brian is also set to star in a Netflix documentary that 

will follow six nations preparing for the 2022 FIFA World 

Cup in Qatar. 

Brian certainly has a big year ahead and is our inspiring 

everyday hero.

The man all of Vanuatu is hoping will be selected to play in the FIFA 
Club World Cup. Photo courtesy OFC Media.

Inspiring Everyday Heroes is our Museum brand 
and means how the stories of yesteryear and 
our project can inspire today’s new generation.

Brian on the field playing for his New Zealnd Club, Auckland City. 
Photo courtesy Vanuatu Daily Post.
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